




















































































Initial - NACA 0004
Target - NACA 65-206
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Find Cp of an initial 
airfoil in FLUENT
Run MATLAB code 
to obtain updated 
airfoil
Create a new grid 
using ICEM
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function [y,CSTB] = CST(N,N1,N2,x,y) 
  
% This function utilizes the class-shape transformation method to 




% N - Bernstein polynomial order 
% N1 and N2 - CST constants 




% y - New y coordinates 
% CSTB - Basis functions for analysis 
 
  
% Account for non-zero trailing edge spacing 
  
deltay = y(end); 
  
% Class Function 
  
C = x.^N1.*(1-x).^N2;   % Coordinates need to be scaled to chord    
                    length = 1 
   
% Calculate Binomial Coefficient  
  
i = 0:N; 
  
K = factorial(N)./(factorial(i).*factorial(N-i)); 
  
% CST Basis Function 
  
for c = 1:length(x) 
    CSTB(c,1:N+1) = C(c)*K.*x(c).^i.*(1-x(c)).^(N-i); 
end 
  
% A coefficient 
  
A = pinv(CSTB)*(y-x*y(end))'; 
  
% New Y-Coordinates 
  














function [x,yu,yl,xh,yuh,ylh,Cpuh,Cplh] = 
InverseStep(x,yu,yl,xt,yut,ylt,Cpu,Cpl,Cput,Cplt)
  
% This function utilizes the inverse design method to alter an airfoil to  




% x,yu,yl,xt,yut,ylt - x and y (upper and lower) coordinates of the current   
                       airfoil 




% x,yu,yl - Updated airfoil coordinates 
% .h - Variable histories  
  
% Retreive the initial constants (M,alpha,gamma,N1,N2,N,...) 
InitConstants    
  
% Stores iterations in a history vector.  The indices were changed to 
% represent the initial iteration. 
  
xh(:,1) = x; 
yuh(:,1) = yu; 
ylh(:,1) = yl; 
Cpuh(:,1) = Cpu; 
Cplh(:,1) = Cpl;   
xh(:,2) = x; 
yuh(:,2) = yu; 
ylh(:,2) = yl; 
Cpuh(:,2) = Cpu; 
Cplh(:,2) = Cpl;   
jj(1) = 1; 
j = 2; 
h = x(2)-x(1);     % Constant x-coordinate spacing 
  
% Find the current errors 
[errorup(1),errorlow(1)] = err(x,xt,Cpu,Cpl,Cput,Cplt); 
  
xi = x; 
yui = yu; 
yli = yl; 
  





jj(j) = j;    
 
% Inverse Design Step 
for i = 1:length(x) 
    deltanu = r*abs(Cpu(i)-Cput(i)); 
    deltanl = r*abs(Cpl(i)-Cplt(i)); 
    if Cpu(i) < Cput(i) 
        Tup(i) = + deltanu; 
    else 
        Tup(i) = - deltanu; 
    end      
    if Cpl(i) > Cplt(i)  
        Tlow(i) = + deltanl; 
    else 
        Tlow(i) = - deltanl; 
    end 
            
    if i >= 2 
        yuh(i,j) = yuh(i,j-1) + tan(Tup(i-1))*h; 
        ylh(i,j) = ylh(i,j-1) + tan(Tlow(i-1))*h; 
        deltaup = tan(Tup(i-1))*h; 
        deltalow = tan(Tlow(i-1))*h; 
        for c = i-1:length(x)-1      % Alter all downstream coordinates 
           yuh(c+1,j-1) = yuh(c+1,j-1) + r2 * deltaup; 
           ylh(c+1,j-1) = ylh(c+1,j-1) + r2 * deltalow; 
        end    
    end 
end 
  
yu = yuh(:,j)'; 
yl = ylh(:,j)';    
    
% Constrain LE and TE   
yu(end) = 0; 
yl(end) = 0; 
    
% Use the Class-Shape Transformation method 
yuh(:,j) = CST(N,N1,N2,x,yu); 
ylh(:,j) = CST(N,N1,N2,x,yl); 
xh(:,j) = x; 
  
%Constrain LE and TE   
yu(end) = 0; 
yl(end) = 0; 
  
% Store results 
yu = yuh(:,j)'; 
yl = ylh(:,j)'; 
         
Cpuh(:,j) = Cpu; 
Cplh(:,j) = Cpl;       
  
% Calculate new error 
[errorup(j),errorlow(j)] = err(x,xt,Cpu,Cpl,Cput,Cplt); 
  




% Increase iterartion counter 




% This is a setup script of all necessary variables 
  
g = 1.4;             % Gamma 
M = 2.0;             % Mach Number 
a = deg2rad(2);      % Angle of Attack 
r = 2;               % r1 Scaling Factor 
r2 = .15;            % r2 Scaling Factor 
N = 10;              % Bernstein Order Polynomial 
W = 100;             % number of X-Coordinates 
  
  
% N1 and N2 values for various airfoil classes 
  
%  NACA - Round LE, Pointed TE 
  
% N1 = .5; 
% N2 = 1; 
  
%  Elliptic Airfoil 
  
% N1 = .5; 
% N2 = .5; 
  
%  Biconvex (Supersonic, Not Supercritical) 
  
% N1 = 1; 
% N2 = 1; 
  
%  Wedge 
  
% N1 = 1; 
% N2 = .001; 
  
%  Sears-Haack Body 
  
% N1 = .75; 
% N2 = .75; 






